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We establish contiguity of families of probability measures indexed by r, as 
T-r co, for classes of continuous time stochastic processes which are either 
stationary diffusions or Gaussian processes with known covariance. In most cases, 
and in all the examples we consider in Section 4, the covariance is completely deter- 
mined by observing the process continuously over any finite interval of time. Many 
important consequences pertaining to properties of tests and estimators, outlined in 
Section 5. will then apply. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of contiguity of probability measures, introduced by LeCam 
[ 131, has proven very useful for delineating the optimality properties of 
statistical procedures. Their implications regarding the asymptotic behavior 
of our statistical procedures are presented in Section 5. The results of LeCam 
[13], and Hajek [9] have been shown to apply to discrete time Markov 
processes (cf. Johnson and Roussas [IO-l21 or Roussas [16]), and to 
certain continuous time processes (see Akritas [I], Akritas and Johnson 
PI). 
Here, we consider diffusion processes and certain continuous time 
Gaussian stochastic processes from the point of view of contiguity and its 
statistical implications. First we treat general stationary diffusion process 
and we include, as examples, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and a 
diffusion model from genetics. Then we treat Gaussian processes with known 
covariance. As examples we present the Wiener (Brownian motion) process 
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and the Doob-Kac (Brownian bridge or tied-down Wiener) process. 
Statistical properties of some commonly used estimators, for the above 
examples, are examined from an asymptotic efficiency point of view 
according to the properties described in Section 5. We also show that the 
integrated Wiener process can be treated as a known covariance situation. 
2. STATIONARY DIFFUSION PROCESSES 
Let 0 = C([O, 00)) be the space of all continuous real valued functions on 
[0, co), and let d be the Bore1 u-field corresponding to the uniform metric 
on C([O, co)). Let 0 c R k, k > 1, be open and for each 8 E 0, let P, be a 
probability measure on (42, _pP) such that the coordinate process {X(r), t > 01 
is a diffusion process with diffusion function a;(x), x E 1, and drift function 
ru&) = i ej4j(X)y x E I, (2.1) 
j=l 
where I = (a, b), -co < a < b < 00, is the state space and $i,..., $k are known 
continuous functions on I. According to Breiman [5, p. 3851, a diffusion 
process (X(t), t > O} is a regular, strong Markov process with continuous 
sample paths and time-stationary transition probabilities satisfying 
(i) 1~5 f fi((X(f) - x ] >, E) = 0, 
(ii) 1;~ f \ (x(t) - x) dpX = lu&>, 
. IIXW-Xl <cl 
(iii) lf% f \ (X(t) - x)’ dp”, = a;(x), 
~Ilxu)-xl<El 
for all E > 0 and all x E 1, 
where PX, is the probability measure P, conditioned on X(0) =x. 
It is well known (cf. Brown and Hewitt [6, p. 2291) that the diffusion 
function a’(x) may be determined by observing the process X(t) 
continuously on [0, T], T > 0, through the relation lim,,, Cf=, [X(jt2-“) - 
X((j - 1) t2-“)I2 = J-‘o u’(X(s)) d s, as., for all t E [0, T]. Next, choosing a 
function u(e) on Z such that u’(x) = {u~(x))-“~, we find that (u(X(t)), t > 0) 
is a diffusion with diffusion function identically equal to one. Thus, from 
now on, we assume that u:(x) = 1, x E I. 
Our main regularity condition is 
(Al) Let S be a open k-dimensional subspace of the linear 
combinations of 4, ,..., tik such that pe E S implies that {X(t), t > 0) has, 
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under P,, a stationary density fe on Z, where c(@ is determined by #, ,..., #k 
through (2.1). Assume then that pu, E S. Further, we require that 
\ 
qq(x)f&)dx < co, j= l)...) k, BE 0. 
‘I 
(2.2) 
Next, let P,,, be the restriction of P, on dT = .%(X(t), 0 < t < T}. 
(A2) For any 0, B* E 0, and 0 < T < co, P,,, and P,,,. are mutually 
absolutely continuous (x). 
General conditions for mutual absolute continuity are given in terms of 
the scale function and the speed measure in Orey [2Oj. Set 
B =e+T-v2h T T9 h,---- h, T--33 h,, h E Rk. (2.3) 
From Orey [20], it follows that 
A T(@ = l”g(dpT,,,/dpT,,) 
eiTejT - eiej]cu + c cejT - ej>pj 
j=l 
(2.4) 
= -ftqce, + +elce + (e, - eyp, 
where pi = fi #&W)) d-W), cij = .l”i #&W)) #,(X(t)) 4 P = @, ..., Pi)‘, C = 
(c,,). Note that the dependence of p and C ‘on T is not explicit in the 
notation. As a consequence of Lemma 1 of Brown and Hewitt [6 ] 
T- ‘C z r(e), a.s. [PO], (2.5) 
where Z(0) = (r,(e)), T,(B) = J, 4,(x) #j(x) f,(x) dx. Under the assumption 
that 4, ,..., Ok are linearly independent, it follows easily that Z(0) is positive 
definite. 
Next set 
d.(e) = T- l/2@ - ce). (2.6) 
THEOREM 2.1. A.(8) - h/d.(O) +T+m -fh’I’(e)h, in P,,,-probability. 
Proof. From relations (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6), 
n,(8) - h’d,(8) = -jT-‘h;Ch, - T-“‘h&C@ + T-‘/‘h’,p - T-‘12h’@ - co). 
(2.7) 
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By the definition of p, and relation (2.1) under P,, 
p = ce $- 2, z = (Z, )...) Z/o’, where Zj = \’ #j(X(t)) dW(t). (2.8) 
‘0 
Relations (2.7) and (2.8) imply that, under P,, 
A&@ -VA,(B) = - )T-‘hpz, + T-1’2(hT -h)‘Z. (2.9) 
Next, by relation (2.2) and Theorem 1 of Brown and Hewitt [6], 
LP(T-“*Z ( PO) * N(0, r(e)). (2.10) 
Relations (2.9), (2.10) and the fact that h,-+ h complete the proof of the 
theorem. 1 
THEOREM 2.2. S?(d T(~) ) P,) a N(0, r(0)). 
Proof. From the definition (2.6) of d,(0) and the fact that relation (2.8) 
holds under P,, d.(8) = T-‘12Z and the conclusion follows from (2.10). @ 
As a consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, one has (cf. Roussas [ 16)). 
THEOREM 2.3. 9[AT(BO) ( P,,,J =S N(-fh’r(8,)h, h’r(f3,)h). 
Theorem 2.3 and the fact that I exp(x) &P(x) = 1, where Y = N(-$r2, a’), 
imply that the families {P,,,) and {P,,,r} are contiguous. 
THEOREM 2.4. (i) A&?,) - h’d.(8,) -+ -@‘r(0,)h in P,,,T-probability, 
(ii) ~kw,) I h,l* ww,)k w,)), 
(iii) q~.(e,) ( PT,87] a N(jh’T(B,)h, h’r(8,)h). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. The Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process has ,+(X(t)) = -4X(t), 8 > 0, and stationary distribution 
N(0, l/28). Further, it is well known that in this case P, e x P, @*, T > 0, 8, 
t3* > 0. Here, k = 1, #,(x) =x, p = I,‘x(t) dX(t), C = j$ [x(t)j’ dt, f,(x) = 
(e/7c) 1’2 exp(-8x2), x E Z = IR and Z(B) = (n X’&(X) dx = l/2& Next, with 
AT(e) = -f(e; - e*) J; [x(t)]2 dt + (e, - e) &r(t) dqt) and d.(0) = 
T-“2(J”; X(t) dX(r) - e j-; [x(t)]” dt), n&I> - hi,(e) -VT+ -by48 in both 
P,,, and P ,,,r-probability, and also, 
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The MLE estimator 8, = C-‘p is efficient in the Wolfowitz sense, that is, 
the asymptotic concentration of probability in symmetric convex sets is 
maximized among all estimators that belong in the general class of 
estimators considered by Hajek (see Section 5). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Gene frequency under random mating and linear 
pressure. Consider a random-mating population of effective size N in which 
a pair of alleles A, and A, are segregating with relative frequencies x and 
1 -xx. The effects of mutation and migration (linear pressure) induce a 
change in x at rate 19(x, - x) per generation, where x1 is the known frequency 
of A, in the immigrants. Let p be the frequency of A, at time t = 0, and X(t) 
its frequency at time t. Then, independently of p, the distribution of X(t) 
tends, as t -+ co, to 
fe(x) = 
r(4NB) 
I-(4NBx,) Z-(4NB( 1 - x,)) 
X4NBx,-1(1 -X)4NO(1-~+I~ 
This model was studied by Wright [ 19 ] who also derived the above stable 
distribution (see also Crow and Kimura [ 7, p, 389ff].) Here ,cu,(x) = 0(x, - x) 
and o:(x) = x( 1 - x)/2 so that 
A .(e) = - N(e2, - e*) Ior lx1 - *tf)1z 
Jw[l -WI 
dt 
+ 2N(8, - B) 
I” 
(T) (x1 -x) dx 
P 
x(1 -x) 
?- A#) = T- y2 
[ J 
2N x(=) (XI -xl dx _ 2Ne 
I 
[XI --ml dt 
P x(1 -x) 0 m>(l - X(f)) 1 1 (XI -x)2 w) = 2Nlo x(l _ x) se(x) dx- 
Remark 2.1. Recently, Watterson [ 181 considered a diffusion model for 
the proportion of allele A, in a population having two possible alleles, A, 
and A,. He assumed that allele A, has a selective advantage s over allele A,, 
that there is no dominance and no mutation occurs. This process does not 
have a stationary distribution and thus cannot be treated within our 
formulation. However, using a methodology similar to that of Akritas and 
Roussas [3] and the results of the present paper, one could treat the case 
where absorbing boundaries are superimposed on a diffusion process having 
a stationary distribution. 
683/12/l-9 
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3. GAUSSIAN PROCESSES WITH KNOWN COVARIANCE FUNCTION 
Let 0 be the space D([O, co)) of all real valued functions that are right 
continuous and have finite, left hand limits, and let M’ be the a-field of 
cylinder sets in J2. Let 0 be an open subset of IRx, and for each 0 E 0 let P, 
be a probability measure on (Q, -pP) such that the coordinate process {X(r), 
t E [0, co)} is a Gaussian process with known covariance kernel Cov(X(s), 
X(t)) = R(s, t), s, t > 0, and mean value function 
m , ( t )  = B’@(t) = t  ej$j(t), 
j-1 
t  > 0, (3.1) 
where 4 is a k-dimensional vector valued function on (0, 00). It will be 
assumed that the kernel R satisfies the following conditions 
CONDITIONS C. (Cl) For every t E [0, co), R(t, t) is continuous on 
[O, UJ 1. 
(C2) For every t E [0, co), there is an open set A(t), containing t, and 
a constant B (depending on t) such that R(s, s) <B for all s E ,4(t). 
(C3) For each finite subset {t,, tZ,..., t,} of (0, co), the matrix 
(R (ti, ci)) is nonsingular. 
When the covariance kernel satisfies conditions (Cl) and (C2), the 
random function (X(t), t E [0, co)} is weakly continuous in the sense that 
lim,,, &Y@B[ &Y(r)] = &,[ UX(s)], for every s E [0, co) and U E L2(X(t), 
t E [O, co)), the Hilbert space spanned by {X(t), t E [0, co)) (cf. Parzen [ 14, 
p. 2731). 
From the same reference it follows that for f3,8* E 0, P, =: P,, if and only 
if mo, -m, belongs to Z(R), the reproducing kernel Hilbert space 
(R.K.H.S.) corresponding to R and the Radon-Nikodym derivative is given 
by 
dP,e - = exp((X - e/4, (e* - e)‘$) - f lice* - v lIzI 
dp, 
(3.2) 
where ]( . I] denotes the norm of Z(R). 
From the point of view of asymptotic statistical inference we are interested 
in mean value functions which, satisfy 
mOa,T - m9,T EZ(R,) and mgr-mmg6C2’(R), e, e* E 0, (3.3) 
for all T> 0, where me,*, R, denote the restriction of mg, R on [0, T]. From 
relation (3.3) it follows (cf. Parzen [ 14, pp. 3 16-3 181) that for all finite T, 
it mo*,T - m@,,]lT < co, where (1.. (IT denotes the norm in Z(RT), and that 
iImS*,T-mo,TllT+ 00, as T-, CCL 
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In our development, it will further be assumed that there exists {a,}, 
ar T co as T+ co, such that 
where r is a positive definite matrix, and the #j’s express the mean value 
function through (3.1). 
Remark 3.1. It is interesting to note that the rate of convergence a; “’ of 
the parameters (see relation (3.5) below) is related to the rate at which the 
Hellinger distance 1 - ~(dP,,,,/dP,S,)“z dP,+O converges as TA co. Indeed, 
using J e (1/2)x dy@) = e-&8 if 9 = N(-to’, u’), one has 
so that the limit of I/(0* - 0)’ #11$ as T --) co will be finite if B* approaches 
0 as t? + a; ‘12h. 
In the i.i.d. case it may be shown that j (dP,,,./dP,+,)1’2 dP,,, = e-“A(e*O*), 
where A(& 19*) depends on Fisher’s information number, and if 8* = 
0 + n- 1’2h the exponent nA (0, O*) has a finite limit. I 
Continuing, let 
e,=e+h,a;u2, h,+h, as T-t co, h,, h E [Rk, 
4-w = (x - e4 (e, - em- - t w, - 47 II;, 
dT(e)=a;“2((x-e’h #L)~~“‘~ (x-e% fhjT)‘. 
THEOREM 3.1, A T(B) - h/d,(O) + +h’Th, in P,,,-probability. 
Proof: From relations (3.6) and (3.7) it follows that 
AT(B)- h’d,(O)= (h,- h)d,(B) +~lh;(~~;. 
T 
Next, relation (3.4) implies 
a,’ Ilh;q#+ h’l-h. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
From relations (3.8) and (3.9), the fact that h, + h, and Theorem 3.2 below, 
the proof of the theorem follows. m 
THEOREM 3.2. P[[4.(8)1 PT,e]-N(O,r). 
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Proof. We first note that, as with the inner product in relation (3.2), 
((X - @!A (S,)TY”, (X - e’b $k)T)’ 
= hir(&R,‘[X- e’qd],,..., $inR;‘[X- e’g],)‘, (3.10) 
where #in, i = l,..., k and R, denote the vectors and matrix, respectively, 
determined by the indicated functions when restricted on a finite subset D, of 
[0, T], and (D,} is such that D,s Dnil and lJ, D, is dense in [0, T]. 
Setting Z, = ($;,R; ‘[X - @$I, ,..., &R;‘[X - 19’$],)‘, it follows that Z, 
has, under P,, a k-variate normal distribution with zero mean and 
covariance Q&R; ‘#j,,). Next, since q$,R;‘#j, -+,,+ Qi, #j)T (cf. Parzen [ 14, 
pp. 316-318]), it follows that the characteristic function of Z,, 
exp{-~s’(~:,R,‘~jn)SJ tn- exp{-is’((#i, $j)T)~}. Therefore, by Levy’s 
continuity theorem, ((X - el$, $l)r,..., (X - ~9’4, #&), has, under P,, a k- 
variate normal distribution with zero mean and covariance (($i, #j)r). 
Consequently, d,(8) - Nk(O, (l/~+)((#~, #j)T)), and the proof follows from 
relation (3.4). I 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and the standard contiguity arguments imply 
AT(e) - &d,(8)= -fh’T(B)h, in P,.,r-probability, 
The minimum variance unbiased estimator of t9 
8= 
(( 
X, ~ M”~j) 
j=l T 
)...) (X, ~ Mki ~j) 
j=l T 
) ) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
where Mij = (Oi T #j)T and M” denotes the (i, Jth element of (M,)-‘, attains 
the maximum possible asymptotic concentration of probability in symmetric 
convex sets. 
In the next section, we illustrate the applicability of the above theory in a 
number of examples. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section, we present a number of examples of Gaussian processes. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. The Wiener (Brownian motion) process with drift. Let 
{X(r), t E [0, 00)) be the Wiener process with covariance function R(s, t) = 
c? min(s, t) and mean value function m,(t) = 0 s t. Conditions (Cl), (C2) 
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and (C3) on R are easily seen to be satisfied. Next, it is shown in Doob [8, 
p. 3951, that a.s. lim,, c,‘a, [X(jZZen) - X((j - 1) Z5-“)I’ = 02T, so that 
the variance may be assumed known under the assumption of continuous 
time sampling. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 0 ( t, < t, < .. . < 1, be a finite collection of 
positive real numbers, and let R, be the restriction of R on (t, ,..., t, ). Then 
the R.K.H.S. Z(R,) consists of all n-dimensional vectors with inner product 
Proox It may be shown that 
t, t, t, **- t, 
t, I, t2 *** t, 
det(R,)= t, t, t, .-a t, = t&2 - f& -t*) -** (t, - fn-,), (4.1) 
: : : . . 
t, t, t, -a’ t, 
where (cf. Rao [ 15, p. 33]), 
Ek=tk+,-(t ,,..., tk)Fk=tk+,-tk. The proof of the proposition then 
follows by induction using relations (4.1) and (4.2). 1 
By Proposition 4.1, and Theorem 6E, p. 316 in Parzen [ 141, it follows that 
for d(t) = 6 Il((t)llf = T/o’, so that (3.4) is satisfied with oT = T and 
r = l/o*. By Proposition 4.1, it also follows that 
A &3) = h, T- “’ oz L (X(T) - fW) - +h; -$ (4.4) 
and 
d r(e) = T- 1’2 -$ (X(T) - 8T). (4.5) 
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We conclude that Y[d,(B) IPT,s] = N(0, l/u*). The M.V.U.E. (3.12) 
becomes 8, = X(T)/Z’ which is the familiar maximum likelihood estimator 
for this case. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. The Doob-Kac process. Let {X(t), t E [0, T]} be the 
Dooh-Kac (Brownian bridge or tied down Wiener) process, and let (W(t), 
t > 0} be the Wiener process with mean value function &(f) = 19$(t), where 
4 is a known function, and covariance kernel d(s, t) = o* min(s, t). It is well 
known that X(t) may be represented in terms of w(t) by X(t) = 
W> - (t/r) WT). F rom the above representation it follows that Cov(X(s), 
X(t)) = R(s, t) = u* min(s, t) - (st/T) u* and m,(t) = f3[1$(t) - (l/t) o(r)]. It 
may easily be seen that conditions (Cl), (C2) and (C3) are satisfied for R. 
Next, from the corresponding property of the Wiener process, it is easy to 
show that lim,,, Cjli[X(j7’-“)-X(j- 1)7’2”)]‘=a*T, so that the 
variance may be assumed know under the assumption of continuous time 
sampling. 
The following proposition provides an expression for the inner product of 
the R.K.H.S. corresponding to R. This result itself has not appeared in the 
literature. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 0 < t, < t, ( . . . ( t,, < T be a finite collection of 
points in [0, T]. Then the R.K.H.S. A?(RJ consists of all n-dimensional 
vectors with inner product 
((x 1 ,.-*, xn), (Y ,3.*-Y Yn>> 
(xi+l-xi)(Yi+*-Yi) 
ti+l - ti 
Proof. It may be shown that 
t,(l -tT) ti(l.-t;) *** t1(1 -t;> 
t*(l -tT) t*(1 -t2*) .** t,(l - tn*) 
det(R,) = t,(l - t:) t,(l - tf) +a* tj(l - tz) 
t,(l -t;> t,(1 -t,*) ‘*a t,(l - tn*) 
= t,(t, - t1) *** (f” - t,-,>(l -tZ), 
where t? = tj/T, j = l,..., k. Also 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
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where (cf. Rao [ 15, p. 33]), 
F’ 
( 
1 - c,* 
n-l = o,..., 0, 1 _ tx-l 
) 
9 
E = t,(l -t;> - @I(1 -tZ) )..., t,-*(l - t,*))F,-, = (4l - LJQ - m n-1 
l-t,*-, * 
The proof of the proposition then follows by induction using (4.6) and 
(4.7). 8 
The basic statistic for testing 19 in m,(t) = e[d(t) - (t/T) d(T)], is 
A,(8,) = a;“2 [IT g(u) Mu) - 0 lr g’(u) q 9 (4.9) 
0 .o 
where g(u) is (d/dt)(d(t) - (r/7’) d(T)), and its limiting behavior is given by 
9 [A T(eo) I f&To I 3 wo3.n (4.10) 
where r = lim,, a; ’ (0’ g”(u) du. 
Finally, we remark that our formulation also includes the integrated 
Wiener processes (see Shepp [ 171) and Gaussian processes with covariance 
of the form 
R(s, t) = cl2 
! 
u(s) w, s<t 
u(t) 4s), s > t. 
That a2 may be estimated precisely by observing the process continuously 
over any finite interval of time follows from Baxter’s theorem (see Baxter 
141). 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of Sections 2 and 3, together with some general contiguity 
results, immediately imply many important conclusions pertaining to the 
properties of tests and estimators. 
The conclusions regarding asymptotically optimal tests of hypotheses 
follow from the development in Johnson and Roussas [ 10-121, since the 
relevant proofs there use neither the Markovian character of the obser- 
vations, nor the discreteness of time. In particular, the standard arguments 
(cf. Sect. 4 of Johnson and Roussas [ 111) show that a truncated version A; 
may be constructed in such a way that P, [A: #AT] 4 0, as T-t co. Based 
on A& an exponential family dR,,, = e-BT’R)ehAfdPT,e,, is constructed, which 
approximates PT,eT. As in Theorem 5.1 of Johnson and Roussas [ 111, it may 
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be shown that ~up{(]R~,~ - PrrBT(], h E bounded set} --f 0, as T-t 00, where 
/I . 11 is the total variation. That is A: is asymptotically sufJicient. Finally, it 
may be shown, as in their Theorem 6.1 or LeCam [ 13, Theorem 3.21, that 
&&[Zr ( A,] has the same local power, asymptotically, as any test function 
ZT. 
Some important conclusions, for a one-dimensional parameter, are that the 
test which rejects H, : 8 = 19, in favor of H, : 0 > 8, if A,(f?,) > d,, where d, 
is an appropriately chosen constant, is asymptotically uniformly most 
powerful. The two-sided test which rejects H, : t9 = 8, in favor of H, : B # 8, 
if jA,(8,)\ > b,, for appropriately chosen b,, is asymptotically uniformly 
most powerful unbiased. The conclusions regarding tests of multidimensional 
parameters, in turn, use the admissibility of the class of tests based on AT 
which rejects outside of convex sets. The complete details appear in Johnson 
and Roussas [ 121. The above results require only Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
- Returning again to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 (or 3.1 and 3.2) we see that the 
results of Hajek [9] apply directly. For any family V, of estimators that 
belong in the class 
( ( V,}; Y[ T”‘( V, - 0,) 1 Pe,] + P$(e,,), a probability measure}, (5.1) 
where tIT = 8, + hT-‘l’, we must have Q$(e,) = Y,(e,,)* P2(0,), where 
P,((e,) = N(0, r- ‘(0,)) and P2((8,) is a measure in iRk. Using the above 
representation, Hajek’s results, stated in continuous time, become 
(a) lim sup, PT,@*[ T1/‘( V, - 0,) E C] < SC d@, for all convex 
symmetric sets C in IRk, and Qr is the c.d.f. of N(0, r-‘((!I,,)), 
(b) lim infr8&[TY2h’(V, - &)I2 2 h’r-‘(O,)h, all h E IRk. Then, if 
the limiting covariance D exists, it satisfies D - f - ‘(t?,) nonnegative definite. 
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